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EFOM-GAMS Interface

Introduction

Preface

EFOM-ENV (Energy Flow and Optimization Model - ENVironment) is a Linear Programming Model
which models national energy systems.
EFOM-ENV was originally written in FORTRAN and fan only on a mainframe. The user was obliged
to modify the FORTRAN source in order to make adjustments in the model.
To improve the flexibility ECN specified EFOM-ENV in GAMS.
GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System) is a modelling language espècially developêd for large
and complicated models. Moreover, GAMS can also be applied on a work station and Personal
Computer.
In spite of these improvements GAMS requires a strict syntax, as for othèr compilers. An idêntifier
can not be used before it is declared. Many additions have to be written in different places and a
forgotten slash or bracket will produce a compilation error.
The EFOM-ENV/GAMS interface checks the data at input time, and wil] not accept iIlegalities. The
interface will also not accept data, which are accepted by GAMS, bui do not satisfy the EFOM-ENV
conventions and it will ware the user. The user does hot have to be concemed about the necessary
punctuation marks, because these are generated by the interface while creating GAMS files.
The EFOM-ENV/GAMS interface is written in Borland C++ and is applicable on a PC.
The basis of the interface is a form, accomodated to EFOM-ENV, to bê completed by the user.
The forto contains all the necessary data of a PROCESS, ~he toost disaggregated level of an energy
conversion technology. Also the data of related UNITS, energy carriers and abatement technologies
can be entered on overIayed forms, which pop up on request or in some cases are prompted when
data is needed.
Every forto is in correspondence with a record in a data base. This EFOM-ENV data base and all
related data can be saved and ioaded afterwards.
To run GAMS the EFOM-ENV.GMS file with the model equations and solve statement is required.
This file includes other files with the specific data of the national energy system.
On request the interface will produce the includê files:
- INOUT.IHC with all the data of the PROCESSES, UNITS and abatement technologies
- STRUCTUR.INC with the sets of SECTORS, PRODUCERS, UNITS, PROCESSES, abatement
technologies and energy carriers
- SCENARIO.INC with unit capacity restrictions and marker allocations on
UNïT level
These files will compile without errors.
The EFOM-ENV/GAMS interface is a self-explanatory, menu driven program.
This manual describes in detail every possible input with its restrictions.
We assume that the user is familiar with DOS, EFOM-EHV [1] and GAMS [2].
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EFOM-GAMS Interface

Cìeneral

Introduction

lnstallation

The EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface consists of one executable file, namely
EFOM.EXE.
Copy this file to your hard disk.
Activate the program by typing EFOM after the DOS prompt.
It is recommended to make a directory kEFOM on your hard disk.
In the Parameter menu you can specify the directory where your data
files will be stored. The default directory is \EFOM. If you store your
files in a different directory you have to change the name of this
directory every time you start the interface.
You can also install EFOM.EXE in this \EFOM directory.

Editing

The interface has several specific editors to modify the data. A chapter
is dedicated to this subject.
Every input is checked at the time you edit ir. [n case of an error a
waming is displayed.
Wamings and other messa~es are self-evident but nevertheless an
explanation is given in this manual.
Sometimes an operation must be confirmed. In that case ’y’ or ’Y’
suffìces.
Pressing <Esc> usually intermpts the whole operation.

EFOM-ENV files

The EFOM-ENV data base fi~es are specific. They can not be read by
word processor.
you TYPE the name of an EFOM-ENV file at the DOS prompt the
following messa~e is displayed:
** Data file for EFOM - GAMS interface version 1.10 **
The version number will depend on future interface modifications.

Record pointer

The interface bas a pointer that addresses the current record in the
EFOM-ENV data base.
When leaving a menu and entering another (or the same) menu, the
current record remains current and the cursor will move to (an item of)
that record.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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General Overview

~~.~s and Commands

Main
File
Load
Save
New
Export dBase file
GAMS file creation
Parameter
Currency
Rates
Scenario base year
Directory
View
Modify/Create
Unit
Abatement
Energy carrier
Energy carrier
Scenario
1 Unit Capacity
2 Unit Market Allocation
Clear sereen
Ouit
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EFOM-GAMS Interface

A menu option is chosen by typing the first character of that option.
One keystroke suffices. Both lowercase and uppercase are accepted and you do not have to press
,Enter>.
A menu option can generate another menu or is a command.
The menus are over]ayed.
<Esc> returns to the previous level.
Keystrokes hOt mentioned are ignored.
In this manual all menu options are generally discussed.
If a command is unambiguous it is explained in that menu description.
If a command needs further actions a detailed description is given in a separate heading.
In that case instructions are displayed on the screen.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Main

Meou, and Commands

EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
Main
File
Parameter
View
Modify/Create
Energy Carrier
Scenario
Clear screen
Quit
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F’FOM-GAMS Interface

If you start the interface the Main menu will be displayed.
Hle

In this menu you can
- save an EFOM-ENV data base created with the interface in a file on
disk
- load an EFOM-ENV file created earl~er with the interface
- make a dBase file of the EFOM-ENV data base
- generate GAMS input files
- empty the EFOM-ENV data base

Parameter

In this menu you can modify the global variables
o Currency
- Discount rare
- Interest rare
- Scenario base year
- Directory for files
This command shows a list of all PROCESSES in relation to the
SECTOR, PRODUCER and UNIT. From there you can reach the
Modify/Create form to edit th data of a selected PROCESS.

Modify/Create

This command produces a forto in which you can enter all relevant data
of a PROCESS. Data of related UNITS, abatements and energy carriers
can also be edited in pop up forms.

Energy Carrier

This command shows a list of all energy carriers in relation to the
primary and final energy carr~ers. Energy carriers that are hot in an
input or output of any PROCESS can be deleted.

Sce~alïo

In this menu you can modify
- Unit capacity data
- Unit marker allocation data
This command clears the screen next to the menu.
If you return to any menu after an operation the screen next to the
menu will hot be automatically cleaned up.

Quit

EFOM-GAMS Interface

This command ends the session and returns to the operating system.
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File

Menus and Commands

EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
File
Load
Save
New
Export dBase file
GAMS file creation
Clear screen
Main
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This menu is selected from the Main menu by choosing File.
Load

This command loads an EFOM-ENV data base file created earlier and
saved with this interface.
The file is hot appended toa possible existing EFOM-ENV data base,
but overwrites ir.
This command saves the EFOM-ENV data base, currently in use, in the
format of the EFOM-ENV/GAMS interface.

New

This command empties the EFOM-ENV data base. AII PROCESSES
and related SECTORS, PRODUCERS and UNITS are deleted. The
parameter settings and the energy carriers are maintained.
You can create a different EFOM-ENV data base with Modify/Create in
the Main menu.

Export dBase file

This command saves the EFOM-ENV data base, currently in use, in
dBase format. Not all data is stored. For a specification see the
appendix.

GAMS file creation

This command creates the include files
- INOUT.INC with all the data of the PROCESSES, UNITS and
abatement technologies
- STRUCTUR.INC with the sets of SECTORS, PRODUCERS, UNITS,
PROCESSES, abatement technologies and energy
- SCENARIO.INC with unit capacity restrictions
and marker
allocations on UNIT level
in the directory specified in the Parameter menu.
It is hot permitted to specify the include file names. Previous include
files will be overwritten without a warning.
During this operation the name of the include file in creation is
displayed.
When the interface is finished with the creation a message is displayed.
You can not interrupt the operation.
The created files can be printed and compiled by GAMS without errors.
In the header of the include files the date and time of creation are
noted. Edifing these files by hand is NOT recommended.

Clear 8creen

Clears the screen next to the menu.
Returns to the Main menu.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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File

Menus anti Commands

Load and Save
File to be loaded: EFOM_6 .150
EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
File
Load

Survey of EFOM-ENV files in Directory
C:\EFOM\
EFOM_6.150
POL_PEAK.000

Edit name of the file
and press ENTER
ESC = Break

EFOM_6.100
EFOM_6.003

UNIT_063.000

The directory can be
changed in the
Parameter menu

File to be saved: EFOM_6 .150
EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
File
Save

Survey of EFOM-ENV files in Directory
C:\EFOM\
EFOM_6.150
POL_PEAK.000

EFOM_6.100
EFOM_6.003

UNIT_063.000

Edit name of the file
and press ENTER
ESC : Break
The directory can be
changed in the
Parameter menu
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Load and Save
These commands are in the F~le menu.
They produce a prompt below which a survey of EFOM-ENV files in the directory specified in the
Parameter menu is shown.
After the prompt the last edited name or, by default, the first file name found is displayed.
If there are no EFOM-ENV files the Load operation is ignored.
Load

Prompts you to edit the name of the EFOM-ENV file tobe loaded.
Prompts you to edit the name of the file to be saved.
This option also pops up after you choose New in the File menu or Quit
in the Main menu, if changes in your EFOM-ENV data base are made.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Export dBase file
dBase file to be saved:

.DBF

EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
File
Export dBase file

Survey of DBF files in Directory
C:\EFOM\
EFOMFOUT.DBF

EFOM_5.DBF

Edit name of the file
and press ENTER
ESC = Break
The directory can be
changed in the
Parameter menu
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EFOM-GAMS Interface

File
Export dBase file
This command is in the Pìle menu.
Below a prompt a survey of DBF files in the directory specified in the Parameter menu is shown.
In contrast with the Load and Save commands all DBF files are displayed, not only the files specific
to the EFOM-ENV format.
Export dBase file

Prompts you to edit the name of the dBase file tobe saved.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Parameter

Meo~s and Commands

EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
Parameter
Edit parameters
and press ENTER
ESC = Main menu

Currency

: /

Discount rate
Interest rate

: 5.00 %
: 5.00 %

Scenario base year:

1985

Directory for EFOM-ENV files:
C:\EFOM\

Currency
Toggle through the list
with the space-bar

Rates

Discount rate
Interest rate

: 5.00 %
: 5.00 %

Minimum =
0
Maximum = i00

Base Year

list

Scenario base year: 1985

Toggle through the
with the space-bar

Directory

Directory for EFOM-ENV files:
C:\EFOM\

WARNING
When choosing a
disk drive, close it
to prevent aborting
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Parameter

Menus anti Commands

This menu is selectêd by choosing Parameterfrom the Main menu.
Except for the directory the parameters are stored when saving an EFOM-ENV data base and
restored when loading that EFOM-ENV data base.
By pressing <Enter> you can scroll through the different parameters. Meanwhile instructions appear
on the parameter concemed.
<ESC> returns to the Main menu.
Currency

The currency symbol is used as a suffix in the costs on different screen
layouts.
Pressing the space-bar scrolls through the list of available currencies.
If the desired currency is hot available it is suggested that you use ’¢’
as a general unit.

There is no rate of exchange in the interface, so altering the currency
does not effect the costs.
Discount rare
Interest rare

These parameters are used in the cost equation of EFOM-ENV and are
stored as scalars in the STRUCTUR.INC file.
The total costs of the energy system are discounted back to the
beginning of the planning period with the discount rate.
The interest rate is used to calculate the annuity of an investment.
The input is limited to between 0 and 100. Default value is 5%.

Scenario Base Year

The base year is used in the Scenario menu.
There are values for 10 years starting in 1985 with an increment of 5
years. Only six years can be edited on the screen.
Pressing the space-bar changes the starting year from 1985 to 2005.
The values in the years not displayed are hot lost.

Directory for
EFOM-ENV files

This is the directory where the interface saves and loads the EFOMENV files and saves the exported DBF files and the include filês which
are created for the GAMS input.
- Only an absolute path starting in the root directory is allowed. A drive
letter is recommended. If you do hot use a hard disk please insert a
floppy disk in the desired disk drive and close ir. If you forget this the
result may be unpredictable.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Function keys
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CL
Process: EPR COC CL Description: conventional coal plant
Input energy carriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
100.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output I: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

DEL

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 : 967
NOx : 300
C02 :
94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000

~ :next
T =prev
PgDn =next
PgUp =prev

2O

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

column
column
record
record

F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
:first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782 i/GJ

=mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process
Fl0=find .......

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Function keys
This form appears when you choose Modify/Create in the Main menu or press <Enter> in the View
menu.
The screen is divided into two parts separated by a horizontal line.
Above the line are the record variables to be edited. A description of the function keys is below the
line.
ff there is no EFOM-ENV data base in use, an empty record is created as il: you had pressed <Fl >.
ff there is an EFOM-ENV data base the current record is displayed.
<Enter>

Accepts the value of the variable and moves the cursor to the next item
in the heading or, if the cursor is at the last item in the heading, the
cursor moves to the first item in the next heading. If there is an illegal
name or value written in, that name or value is corrected or replaced
with the old value and the cursor remains in the same place.

<4.>

Mores the cursor to the next, or previous heading in the forto, ff there
is no process name this function is ignored.

<PgDn>
<PgUp>
<F2>
<F~>

Brings up the next or previous record, or shows the first or last record
in the EFOM-ENV data base. The current record follows these records.
The cursor stays in the same place so you can edit the same item in
different records.
If you reach a record with no process name the cursor moves to the first
heading.
Skipping a record which does not agree the EFOM-ENV conventions
will mark that record (see <F5>).

<Fl >

Adds a new record to the EFOM-ENV data base. The record has default
values. Even if you do not write in any value the record remains. Only
<F8> can delete the record. The new record becomes the current
record.
New records are added to the end of: the EFOM-ENV data base and you
can view these records with <PgDn> and <PgUp>.
After leaving the modify l:acility the new records are placed in a different
position (see <Esc>).

EFOM-GAMS lnterl:ace
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Function keys
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy carriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
I00.0 %
0.0%
0.0%

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

DEL

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 : 967
N0x : 300
CO2 : 94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFM7J: 0.000

~ =next
T =prev
PgDn =next
PgUp =prev

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

column
column
record
record

F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
:last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782 i/GJ

=mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process
EPR COC CL
Fl0=find .......
F9 =find process
EPR COC CL
NOT FOUND!
Fl0=find unit
Fl0=find abatement
Fl0=find carrier
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Function keys
Is a toggle function which marks or unmarks the current record.
The status is seen by the word "DEL" in the upper right corner of the
lllegal records are marked automatically and can hot be manually
unmarked. Marked records are skipped on the creation of GAMS
include files.
<F6>
</~’~>

View the marked records. The current record follows these movements.

<FS>

Deletes the current record. This operation is hOt reversible.
The record before the deleted one becomes current, except when this
is the first record, then the next record becomes current.
Removing the last remaining record retums you to the Main menu with
a warning.

<Fg>

Displays the process name of the record in the bottom right corner of
the screen below the explanation of this function key. You may edit this
name and after pressing <Enter> the next following record with the
desired process name after the current record will come up. If the look
up reaches the last record in the data base it returns to the first record
and then continues until the current record. If the record does hot exist
the interface gives the message "NOT FOUND!" below the name you
entered.
If the desired record is found it becomes the current record.

<FIO>

Is a variable function key that is active only while editing the unit,
process and energy carrier name
(see Modify/Create <Fl0> Function key).

<Esc>

Returns to the Main menu.
Before returning to the main menu, the records are alphabetically sorted
in order of SECTOR, PRODUCER, UNIT and PROCESS.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Variables
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CLL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy carriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
100.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 : 967
NOx : 300
CO2 : 94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Sulfer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

~ =next coluro71
ç =prev colum~
PgDn =next record
PgUp =prev record
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F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
:last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782 i/GJ

:mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process

EFOM-GAMS Interface

M~nus anti Comrnands

Modify/Create
Variables

Sector
Producer

A SECTOR is the highest level in the hierarchical structure of the
energy system. The distinction between different SECTORS allows for
the generation of energy balances, costs and emission tables for each
of these SECTORS.
A PRODUCER represents an organization which has a special function
in the energy system.
Each record should have a sector and producer name, consisting of 1
to 10 characters.
A new record has default sector and producer names existing of 10
underscores. While editing you may remove all redundant underscores.
Editing an existing name changes this name in all records with that
sector or producer name.

Unit

A UNIT is a real physical capacity of a special energy conversion
technology. On the level of UNITS capacity parameters are specified
such as investment costs, fixed costs, availability factor and technical
lifetime.
Every record may or may hOt have a unit name, consisting of 1 to 10
characters.
If there is a unit name there should be a process name and vice versa.
If there is no unit name a process name is hot allowed and vice versa.
The unit name may not be the same as the process name.
Changing a unit name has the following consequences
If the new unit name already exists anywhere in the EFOM-ENV data
base, that UNIT, will be linked to the current record
ff the new unit name does not exist the data of the old UNIT are
copied to the new UNIT (see Modify/Create "Find Unit~)
ffthe old UNIT is used by another record it remains unchanged in the
EFOM-ENV data base
If the old UNIT is not used by any other record it is deleted.
Data of the UNIT can be changed by pressing ~F10~ "Find Unit~~. This
brings up the UNIT form.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Modify/Create

Me.us ond

Variables
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CLL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy carriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
i00.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 : 967
NOx : 300
CO2 : 94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Super LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

~ =prev column
PgDn =next record
PgUp =prev record
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F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782

:mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Variables
A PROCESS is is the most disaggregated level of an energy conversion
technology. The PROCESS is fully characterized by all items in the
record.
If there is a unit name there should be a process name consisting of 10
characters. The process name is, if necessary, filled up with
underscores to 10 characters.
If there is no unit name the process name may be left empty. In that
case the other headings of the record are hot accessible.
A PROCESS can not be defined without a UNIT and vice versa.
If a process name is filled in while the unit name is missing the cursor
returns to the unit name and you have to fill it in.
A process name is unique and is only allowed once in the entire EFOMENV data base. If you fiIled in a process name that exists anywhere else
in the EFOM-ENV data the current record will be marked and a
message is displayed.
Abatement technologies of the PROCESS are specified in the forto
"Find Abatement" which you can select by pressing <Fl0>.
Description

There are 40 characters available for further description of the record.
This description is as a comment copied to the STRUCTUR.INC file
when creating GAMS files.

EFOM-GAMS Interface
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Modify/Create

Moous oo~

Variables
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CLL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy earriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
100.0 %
0.0%
0.0%

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion f&ct:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 : 967
NOx : 300
C02 : 94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000

~
ç
PgDn
PgUp
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PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

=next colu!run
=prev column
:next record
=prev record

F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782 i/GJ

:mark record
=next marked
:prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Variables
Input and Output
energy carriers

The input and output energy carriers are important characteristics of the
PROCESS. Also the resource, intermediate and demand flows are
characterized by an energy carrier.
The energy baIance equations in EFOM-ENV ensure that the input of
an energy carrier equals the output minus the losses of that energy
carrier.
If a PROCESS is defined there should be at least one and at most three
input and output energy carriêrs.
The relationship of the energy carrier with the primary and final demand
flows are specified in a pop up forto, activated with ~F10> "Find Energy
Carrier~~.
This form comes up automatically when you fill in a new name.
By default the interface generates the name "dummy".
IEditing an existing name does hot remove the old name but adds a new
name i.e. the list can be longer than required.
After editing the first name the cursor mores to the second name. The
second and third energy carrier do hot have a default name.
If you do hot fill in a second name the cursor moves from Input to
Output or from Output to Efficiency, otherwise it moves to the third
name.
If there are two or three names the cursor moves to Share.

Share

For both input and output you must specify the share of the energy
carriers. The total should be 100%.
If there is only one energy carrier you can not edit the share of 100%.
In the case of two energy carriers you can only edit the first share
between 0 and 100%. The second will be completed to 100%.
In the case of three energy carriers you can edit the first and second
share. The third will be completed to 100%.
A number between 0 and 100 is allowed. Default value is 100%.
NB
In EFOM-ENV the input is negative. The interface converts these
numbêrs when creating GAMS include files.
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Variables
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CLL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy carriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
I00.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 : 967
NOx : 300
CO2 : 94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Surmmer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.060
Winter LFMU: 0.000

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

T =prev column
PgDn =next record
PgUp =prev record
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F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782 i/GJ

:mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process

EFOM-GAMS |nterface

Variables
Efficiency

The efficiency of the PROCESS is a measure of the yield of the energy
conversion. The efficiency in the 1NOUT.1NC file is this efficiency times
the conversion factor (see below).
A number between 0 and 100 is allowed. Default value is 100%.

Conversion factor

The conversion factor is needed to convert the unit of the process |evel
from PJ to another unit such as person kilometer, goods kilometer or
ton steel.
This conversion factor is needed, if you wish to express an energy
demand in a unit other than PJ.
The efficiency will be multiplied by this conversion factor.
A number between 0 and 99 is allowed. Default value is 1.

Variable costs

The variable costs are specified per GJ output of the PROCESS.
ff the unit of the process level is changed from PJ to unit U by the
conversion factor the variable costs are specified per 10.6 U.
A number between 0 and 999. is allowed. Default value is 0.
The currency unit can be modifìed in the Parameter menu but does not
affect the calculations.

Emissions

The emissions caused by the energy conversion process are specified
here. They are necessary for the development of optimum emission
control strategies.
The emissions of SO2, NOx, CxHy, CO and particles are specified in ton,
CO2 in kton, per PJ input of the PROCESS.
CO2 is limited to between 0 and 999. AII others are limited to between
0 and 9999. Default values are 0 (k)ton.
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Modify/Create

Meous oo~ Comr.oo~s

Variables
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CLL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy c&rriers
Input i: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
i00.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
SO2 : 967
NOx : 300
CO2 : 94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC
: 0.000
Stunmer LF : 0.000
Winter LF
: 0.000
Stunmer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

~ =next column
~
=~rev colu!~n
PgDn =next record
PgUp :prev record
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F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782

=mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Variables
The final demand of energy carriers varies during the day and in the course of the year.
EFOM-ENV/GAMS considers the variation in demand fo~ eIectricity, heat and steam. You can set
the load duration curve of these energy carriers by the five seasonal factors specified below.
These factors divide the annual demand flow for electricity, steam or heat into fout seasonal flows.
Summer PC

Summer PerCentage is the energy demand during summer hours
divided by the total yearly energy demand.
Summer PC can vary between 0 and 1. Default value is 0.

SummerLF

Summer Load Factor is the summer energy demand per hout divided
by the peak power demand per hout.
Summer LF can vary between 0 and 1. Default value is 1.

Winter LF

Winter Load Factor is the winter energy demand per hout divided by the
peak power demand per hout.
Winter LF can vary between 0 and 1. Default value is 1.

Summer LFMU

Summer Load Factor MUltiplier is the highest hourly load during
summer time divided by the highest hourly load during the summer
peak period.
Summer LFMU can vary between 0 and 20. Default value is 1.

Winter LFMU

Winter Load Factor MUltiplier is the highest hourly load during winter
time divided by the highest hourly load during the winter peak period.
Winter LFMU can vary between 0 and 20. Default value is 1.
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Modify/Create

Menus ond

<FIO> function key
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Process: EPR COC CL

Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CL
Description: conventional coal plant

Input energy carriers
Input I: coall
Input 2:
Input 3:

Share
i00.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

Technical data
Efficiency
: 39.0 %
Conversion fact:
1.0

Costs
Variable:

Emissions per
S02 :
967
NOx : 300
C02 :
94.0
Part: i00
CO :
256
CH : 2050

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000

PJ input
Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

~ :prev column
PgDn =next record
PgUp =prev record

F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

1.6782 f/GJ

=mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process
Fl0:find .......
Fl0=find unit
Fl0=find abatement
Fl0=find carrier
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Modify/Create

Menus and Commands

<FIO> function key
Function key <Fl0> is available while editing a unit name, a process name or an energy carrier
name. If the cursor is at one of these items the description of the <Fl0> function key is blinking
displayed in the lower right corner of the screen.
Pressing <Fl0> brings up the Unit, Abatement or Energy carrier form in which the relevant data can
be edited.
Find unit

Find abatement

Findcarrier

In this form you can specify for the UNIT
the capacity unit
the availabiliy
the technical lifetime
the investment costs
the fixed costs
the load generation capacity
In this form you can edit for four abatement technologies
the name
the investment costs
the variable costs
the availability
the technical lifetime
the SO2 reduction
the NOx reduction
In this forto you may describe the energy carrier and specify the
relationship to the primary and final energy carriers.
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Modify/Create

M~nus and Commands

Find UNIT
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CL
Process: EPR COC CL Description: conventional coal plant
Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: he&t_c
Output 3:

Unit EPR_COC+CL
Cap&city
Availability
Lifetime
Costs
Investment
Fixed
Peak/Base

MW
80.0
25

%
year

1540.00 i85/kW
0.000 i85/kW
BASE

CAPACITY and PEAK/BASE
Toggle options with space-bar
ENTER = accept
ESC
= break
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Costs
Variable:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

1.6782 iiGJ

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Summer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000
VALUES
Edit F5
F6
F7
F8

=mark record
:next marked
:prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process
Fl0=find unit

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Find UNIT
The unit form pops up if you press <Fl0> when the cursor is on the unit name.
A UNIT is a real physical capacity of a special energy conversion technology. On the level of UNITS
capacity parameters are speciííed such as investment costs, fixed costs, availability factor and
technical lifetime.
The data of the UNIT are used in the capacity equations.
By editing the variables you change all records linked to this Unit.
The items can be scrolled through by pressing <Enter> and the form removes with <Esc>.
Capacity

A choice can be made in which unit the capacity costs and capacity
restrictions are specified.

By pressing the space-bar you can choose between:
- MW
- PJ/year
- 1000 vehicles/year
When switching from MW to anothèr unit or vice versa the values and
unit in thê costs are visibly changed. Although hot visible while editing
the investment costs in the abatement technologies are also updated
with the factor 31.54.
The choice has the following consequences:
1. The choice is MW and no electricity is produced:
INPUT DATA
cost_var
: .f/GJ
cost_inv
: f/kWth
cost_fix
: f/kWth
OUTPUT RESULTS
capacity
: MWth
process level
: PJ
2. The choice is MW and electricity is produced:
INPUT DATA
cost_var
: f/GJ
cos~inv
: f/kWe
cost_F~
: f/kWe
OUTPUT RESULTS
capacRy
: MWe
procêsslevel
:PJ
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Modify/Create

Me.o~ and

Find UNIT
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CL
Process: EPR COC CL Description: conventional coal plant
Output energy carriers
Output i: electr
Output 2: heat_c
Output 3:

Unit EPR_COC+CL
Capacity
Availability
Lifetime
Costs
Investment
Fixed
Peak/Base

MW
80.0
25

%
year

1540.00 i85/kW
0.000 i85/kW
BASE

CAPACITY and PEA!{/BASE
Toggle options with space-bar
ENTER : accept
ESC
: break
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Costs
Variable:

Share
98.0 %
2.0 %
0.0 %

1.6782 f/GJ

Seasonal factors
(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Surmmer PC : 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF
: 0.000
Super LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFP~: 0.000

VALUES
Edit F5 =mark record
F6 =next marked
F7 =prev marked
F8 =del record

F9 =find process
Fl0=find unit

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Find UNIT
3. The choice is PJ/year:
INPUT DATA
cost_var
: f/GJ
cost_inv
: f/(GJ/year)
cost_fix
: .f/(GJ/year)
OUTPUT RESULTS
capacity
: PJ/year
process level
:PJ
4. 3~he choice is 1000
INPUT DATA
choice
: 1000 cars
: 10E9 person km/(1000 vehicles) or
aval_f ac
conversion factor
cost_var
cost_inv
cost_fix
demand flow
OUTPUT RESULTS
capacity
process level

10E9 ton km/(1000 vehicles)
: 10E9 person km/Pj or 10E9 ton km/PJ
: f/(1000 person km or 1000 ton goods)
: min .f/1000 vehicles
: min ~/1000 vehicles
: 10E9 person km or 10E9 ton goods
: 1000 vehicles/year
: 10E9 person km or 10E9 ton km

In order to have the capacity in 1000 cars and the process level in 10E
person km, the efficiency and the availability should also be expressed
in the above units. (These units for efficiency and availability factor are
hot indicated in the EFOM-ENV/interface).

5. The choice is PJ/year and there is a conversion factor unit:
INPUT DATA
conversion factor
cost_var
cost_inv
cost_fix
demand flow
OUTPUT RESULTS
capacity
process level

EFOM-GAMS Interface

: kton s~eel/PJ
: min f/(kton steel)
: min f/(kton steel/year)
: min f/(kton steO/year)
: kton s~eel
: kton steel/year
: kton steel
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Find UNIT
Sector: COAL_SEC
Producer: COAL_CONV
Process: CCV COK CM description:

Unit CCV_COK
Peak/Base PE7d<&BASE
Capacity
PJ/Y
Availability
i00.0
%
Lifetime
5
year
Costs
Investment
0.00
Fixed
0.000 i/GJ/Y

PEAK!BASE and CAPACITY
Toggle options with space-bar
ENTER = accept
ESC
= break
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Unit: CCV_COK

Output energy carriers
Output i: coke
Output 2: gas_coke
Output 3:
Costs
Variable:
Seasonal
(only if
Summer
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter

Share
82.0 %
18.0 %
0.0 %

3.0001 i/GJ

factors
input is seasonal eg electr)
PC : 0.521
LF : 1.000
LF : 1.000
LFMU: 1.000
LFMU: 1.000

VALUES
Edit F5 = mark record
F6 = next marked
F7 = prev marked
F8 = del record

F9 = find process
Fl0: find unit

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Modify/Create

Menus and Commands

Find UNIT
Availability

The availability factor is the number of hours the capacity is available
divided by 8760 (number of hours in a year).
A number between 0 and 100 is accepted. Default value is 100%.

Lifetime

The technical lifetime is used to determine the existing capacity over
the planning period. The technical lifetime is also used to calculate the
annuity of the investment costs.
A number between 0 and 200 is accepted. Default value is 5 years.

Investment
Fixed

Investment and fixed costs are specified per unit capacity (see
capacity).
If the capacity unit is in MW, numbers between 0 and 999999. are
accepted. Otherwise numbers between 0 and 31700 are allowed.
The upper bounds differ the conversion factor 31.54.
Default value is 0.
The capacity unit is updated along with the Capacity in this forto.
The currency unit can be changed in the Parameter menu.

Peak/Base

You can specify if the unit is a base, peak or base & peak load
generator capacity. This option is only relevant when the output of the
PROCESS linked to this UNIT is electricity, heat or steam.
Bypressingthespace-baryoucanchoosebetween:
- PEAK
- BASE
- PEAK&BASE
Dêfault value is PEAK&BASE.
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Find Abatement
Sector: ELEC_SEC
Producer: ELEC_PROD
Unit: EPR_COC+CL
Process: EPR COC CL Description: conventional coal pl~nt
Abatement
Costs
investment
variable
Availability
Lifetime
S02
NOx
SO2 : 967
NOx : 300
CO2 :
94.0
Part: i00
CO : 256
CH : 2050

~
T
PgDn
PgUp
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:next
=prev
=next
:prev

DENOX_PRIM DENOX_SCR
9.00
0.000
90.0
20
0.0
i00.0

151.00
1.988
90.0
20
0.0
140.0

Ton
Ton
kTon
Ton
Ton
Ton

column
column
record
record

DESO2_WLP
210.00
1.930
90.0
20
822.0
0.0

0.00
0.000
i00.0
5
0.0
0.0

i/kW
f/GJ
%
year
ton/PJ input
ton/PJ input

(only if input is seasonal eg electr)
Surmmer PC
: 0.000
Summer LF : 0.000
Winter LF : 0.000
Summer LFMU: 0.000
Winter LFMU: 0.000
F1
F2
F3
ESC

=add record
=first record
=last record
=Main menu

F5
F6
F7
F8

:mark record
=next marked
=prev marked
=del record

F9 =find process
Fl0=find abatement

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Find Abatement
The abatement form pops up ij: you press <Fl0> when the cursor is on the process name.
Abatement technologies can be implemented for NOx and SO2 for the development of control
strategies.
Abatement

An abatement should have a namelength of 1 to 10 characters. If you
do not fill in a name the data underneath will hot be taken up in the
include files.

Costs

The currency unit can be changed in the Parametermenu, but does hot
affect the calculations.

Investment

lnvestment costs are specified per unit capacity.
The costs are bounded between 0 and 999999 i~ the UNIT capacity is
specified in MW, otherwise the upper bound is 31700.
The capacity can be changed in the Modify/Create form by pressing
<Fl0> while editing the unit name. In that case these costs are, if
needed, adjusted by the factor 31.54.
Default value is 0.

Variable

The variable costs are all the costs proportional to the abatement level.
Numbers between 0 and 999 are accepted. Default value is 0.

Availability

The availability factor is the number of hours the abatement technology
is available divided by 8760.
A number between 0 and 100 is allowed. Default value is 100%.

Lifetime

The technical lifetime is used to determine the existing capacity over
the planning period. The technical lifetime is also used to calculate the
annuity of the investment costs.
A number between 0 and 200 is accepted. Default value is 5 years.

so~

The emissions reducêd by the abatement technology are specified here.
SO~ and NOx emissions can be abated. The effect of the abatement
technologies is the amount reduced per PJ input.
Numbers between 0 and 9999 are accepted. Default value is 0 ton/PJ
input.
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Find Energy carrier
Sector: INDUSTRY
Producer: INDUSTRY_L
Unit: INL_SBO
Process: INL SBO EL Description: steam boiler (fuel_isc) large
Input energy carriers
Input i: fuel_Isc
Input 2:
Input 3:
Energy carrier

fuel_Isc

Share
100.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

Output energy carriers
Output i: steam
Output 2:
Output 3:

Description

Final
hydro
bit_lub
fuel_hsc
fuel_isc
gasoil
gasoline
kerosen

fuel low sulphur content

Share
i00.0 %
0.0%
0.0%
Primary

oil

Description

Final and Primary energy carriers

Edit and press ENTER
ESC = interrupt

Scrol through the list with ~and ~
F1
= Add
F2 = Edit
ENTER = accept
ESC : interrupt

Energy carrier

fuel_Isc

Description

fuel low sulphur content

Final

fuel_isc

Primary
geothermal
heat
hydro
oil

steam
sun

Description

Final and Primary energy carriers

Edit and press ENTER
ESC = interrupt

Scrol through the list with iand T
F1
: Add
F2 : Edit
ENTER = accept
ESC = interrupt
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Find Energy carrier
The energy carrier form pops up if you press <Fl0> when the cursor is on one of the input or
output energy carrier names.
Not only if you press <Fl0> but also when you have entered a new energy carrier name, because
you have to specify a relationship with a final and primary energy carrier.
In the pop up forto the relevant energy carrier name is repeated but it can not be edited.
If you try to escape from the forto when you have edited a new name the cursor retums to the name
in the Modify/Create form for another opportunity to edi~.
Description

There are 40 characters avai[able to describe the energy carrier.
Finish with <Enter>.

Final
Primary

The final and primary energy names are needed for the report
generation.
The final energy carrier name indicates the energy carrier group to
which the energy carrier belongs in the final energy table.
The primary energy carrier name indicates the energy carrier group to
which the energy carrier belongs in the primary energy table and the
electricity production table.
The lists of availabIe energy carriers can be viewed with the Up and
Down arrow keys.
If you wish to edit an existing name first press <F2>.
If you wish to add a new energy carrier press <Fl >.
When there are no energy carriers a new name can not be edited until
<Fl> has first been pressed.
NB
Toggling through the list changes the linked list. Reset the original
energy carrier after viewing the list.
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View

Menus and Commands

SECTOR

PRODUCER

UNIT

PROCESS

EFOM-ENV/G~~S Interface
View
Use ~, ~, PgUp, PgDn te
scroll through the list
HOME
END

= begin list
= end list

Cursor en selected record
ENTER = medify record
Main = Main menu
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COAL_SEC
COAL_SEC
COAL_SEC
COAL_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC
ELEC_SEC

COAL_CONV
COAL_CONV
COAL_PROD
COAL_TRAN
ELEC_DISTR
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELÈC_PROD
ELEC_PROD
ELEC_PROD

CCV_COK
CCV_GAS

CCV COK CM
CCV GAS CL

EPR_CCP+CL
EPR_CCP+GN
EPR_CKG
EPR_CKG
EPR_COC+CL
EPR_COF+CL
EPR_COR+CL
EPR_FUC+GN
EPR_GTU+GN
EPR_HYI+RH
EPR_HY2+RH
EPR_LWR+UR
EPR_0GA
EPR_OGA
EPR_PHO+RS
EPR_TGN+GN
EPR_TGO+GN
EPR_WNI+RW

EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR
EPR

CCP
CCP
CKG
CKG
COC
COF
COR
FUC
GTU
HYI
HY2
LWR
OGA
OGA
PHO
TGN
TGO
WNI

CL
GN
GC
GN
CL
CL
CL
GN
GN
RH
RH
UR
FL
GN
RS
GN
GN
RW
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View

Menus and Commands

This menu is selected by choosing View from the Main.
A list of the sector, producer, unit and process names of at most 23 records in the EFOM-ENV data
base appears next to the menu.
The cursor blinks at the current record.
.~ and T

Moves the cursor to the next or previous record and makes it current.

<PgDn>

Displays the next or previous 22 records. At least one record of the
previous screen remains visible.
At the start or end of the EFOM-ENV data base the cursor moves only
to the first or last record.

<Home>
<End>

Displays the first or last 23 records and makes the first or last record
current.

<Enter>

Leaves the View menu and brings up the Modify/Create forto of the
current record.
Leaving the Modify/Create forto does hot return to the View menu but
leads to the Main menu.

Main

Returns to the Main menu.
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Energy Carrier

Menus

Primary

Final

Energy carrier

EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
biomass
coal

biomass
coal

Use ~, ~, PgUp, PgDn to
scroll through the list

electr

coke
electr

HOME
END

gas

Energy carrier

= begin list
= end list

Delete selected
energy carrier
Remove all redundant
energy carriers

cng
gas

gas_div

Main
heat

hydro
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methanol
heat

hydro
bit lub
fue~_hsc

wood
coall
met_coal
coke
electr
electr_s
cng
gas
gas_extr
gas_ve_e
gas_blf
gas_chem
gas_coke
gas_ref
methanol
heat
heat_c
te_heat_c
teg_heat_c
ren_hyd
bit_lub
fuel_hsc

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Energy Carrier

This menu is selected by choosing Energy Carrierfrom the Main menu.
A list of the intermediate ener~y carrier names and their dependency with the final and primary
energy carriers appears next to the menu.
The name of an energy carrier is edited in the Modify/Create form and further defined in the Energy
carrier [orm.
Changing an energy carrier name does not remove the old name but adds a new name.
Consequently, the energy carrier list can be longer than needed.
AII energy carriers are stored when saving an EFOM-ENV data base and restored when loading that
file.
Mores the cursor to the next or previous energy carrier.

<PgDn>

Displays the next or previous 22 energy carriers. At leest one energy
carrier of the previous screen remains visible.
At the start or end of the EFOM-ENV data base the cursor moves only
to the first or last row.

<Home>
<End>

Displays the first or last 23 energy carriers.

Delete selected energy
carrier

Deletes the energy carrier at the cursor position if that energy carrier is
not in use by any record. Otherwise you are wamed and the delete
operation is ignored.
The display of the list is updated.

Remove all redundant
energy carriers

Removes all redundant energy carriers. The energy carriers which are
hot used by any record are redundant.
All final and primary energy carriers not linked with an energy carrier
are also removed.
The display of the list is updated.

Main

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Retums to the Main menu.
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Scenario

Menus and Commands

EFOM-ENV/GAMS Interface
Scenario
1 Unit capacity
2 Unit market allocation
Clear sereen
Main
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Scenario

Menus and Commands

This menu is selected by choosing Scenario from the Main menu,
The scenario data are raken up in the SCENARIO.INC file.
In contrast with other menus the choice is made with a figure instead of a letter in preparation for
future developments.
Unit capacity

Activates the Unit Capacity form in which you can specify capacity
restrictions and residual capacities of the UNITS.
It produces the tables MWCAP_UNIT and PJCAP_UNIT.

Unit marker allocation

Activates the Unit Market Allocation form in which you can specify the
constraints on the ratio between the UNIT output of an energy carrier
and its PRODUCER output of that energy carrier.
It produces the table UNITMARK.
Clears the screen next to the menu.
Returns to the Main menu.
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Scenario

Menus and Commands

Unit Capacity
ICS_BPT
ICS_CCP
ICS_GTU
ICS_TES
ICS_WND+RW
ICS WOD WO
ICS_WTS+W
INL_HEC
INL_HEE
Scen Bound
0
0
0

MIN
RES
MAX

Unit Capacity Data

ICS_TES
1985
0.0
7.2
INF

~ =Next Scenario
F1 =Add Scenario
F8 :Del Scenario
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1990
19.0
4.8
19.0

1995
0.0
2.4
29.0

F2 =Linear facilities
F3 =Begin lin. fac.
F4 =End lin. fac.

2000
0.0
0.0
33.0

2005

2010

0.0
0.0
37.5

0.0
0.0
42.0

MW
MW
MW

F5 = "INF"

EFOM-GAMS Interface

Scenario

Menus and Commands

Unit Capacity
Here you can specify capacity restrictions and residual capacities of the UNITS.
This form comes up after choosing Unit capacity in the Scenario menu.
At most 9 UNITS are visible in the upper left corner of the form.
The cursor blinks on the UNIT of the current record.
You can scroll through the list with the Up and Down arrow keys. Meanwhile the capacity data of
the UNIT are displayed.
<Esc> returns to the Scenario menu.
<Enter> moves the cursor to the capacity data of the desired UNIT. If there are no data, a scenario
is created.
Values for ten periods can be entered.
Only six ending years of periods are displayed. You can choose the first period in the Parameter
merlu.

NB
The possibility to specify a scenario number is only valid for future developments. At the present
time only scenario number 0 is considered.
Scen

Three scenarios are available (0, 1 and 2). If all scenarios are in use
this option is skipped.

Bound

You can choose the bound type by toggling the space-bar.
The possibilities are:
- MIN
(minimum capacity)
- MAX (maximum capacity)
- RES (residual capacity)
RES is only available in scenario 0.
The bounds are only accessible if they are hot already in use for the
specific scenario.
If all combinations scenario/bound are exhausted this option is skipped.

Capacity

MIN and MAX give respectively the lower and the upper bound of the
UNIT capacity in the specified period.
RES indicates the residual capacity which would be available in the
specified period if no new capacity was invested since the beginning of
the planning period.
Numbers between 0 and 999999 are accepted. In the case of MAX,
pressing <F5> generates 1NF(initive). Default value is 0 MW.
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/~enus and Commands

Unit Capacity
ICS_BPT
ICS_CCP
ICS_GTU
ICS_TES
ICS_WND+RW
ICS WOD WO
ICS_WTS+W
INL_HEC
INL_HEE
Scen Bound

0
0
0

MIN
RES
MAX

Unit Capacity Data

ICS_TES
1985
0.0
7.2
INF

~ =Next Scenario
F1 =Add Scenario
F8 =Del Scenario
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1990
19.0
4.8
19.0

1995
0.0
2.4
29.0

2000
0.0
0.0
33.0

2005
0.0
0.0
37.5

2010
0.0
0.0
42.0

MW
MW
MW

F2 =Linear facilities
F3 =Start lin. fac.
F4 =End lin. fac.
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i~enus anti Commands

Unit Capacity
Above two of the years arrows ($) are written. These arrows point to the beginning anti end of the
linear facilities (see <F2~, <F3> and <F4>).
An explanation of the function keys is given below the scenario data.
ls the only key to scroll through the list. Af~er reaching the last scenario
the cursor moves to th first on the list.

<F~>

Adds a new scenario to the end of the list if the number of scenarios is
hot exhausted. The cursor moves to the new scenario.
Even if you do not fill in any value the scenario continues to exist. Only
with <F8> can you delete the scenario.

<F2>

[nterpolates the numbers linearly between the years marked with an
arrow.

<F3>

Move the arrows above the start and end year of the linear facilities and
indicates the years between which <F2> calculates.
Is only activated il: the bound is MAX. Sets the upper bound to infinite.

<FS>

Deletes the scenario where the cursor is blinking.
This operation is irreversible.
Deleting the last scenario, returns the cursor to the UNITS list.

<Esc>

Leaves the capacity data and returns the cursor to the Units list.
Before that the scenarios are sorted in order of scenario number and
bound.
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Scenario

Menus and Commands

Unit Market allocation
ICL_GTH
ICL_GTU
ICS_AFB
ICS_BPT
ICS_CCP
ICS_GTU
ICS_TES
ICS_WND+RW
ICS_WOD+WO
Scen
0
0

Carrier
steam_c
steam_c

~ =Next Scenario
F1 =Add Scenario
F8 =Del Scenario
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Unit Market Allocation

ICS_CCP
Bound
AMIN
A~iA~~

1985
5.00
7.00

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

0.00
14.00

0.00
20.00

0.00
27.00

0.00
30.00

0.00 %
33.00 %

F2 =Linear facilities
F3 =Start fin. fac.
F4 =End lin. fac.
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Menus and Commands

Unit Market allocation
Here you can specify the constraints on the ratio between the UNIT output of an energy carrier and
the PRODUCER output of that energy carrier.
In the upper left corner of the form there are, at toost, 9 UNITS visible.
The cursor blinks on the UNIT of the current record.
You can scroll through the list with the Up and Down arrow keys. Meanwhile the allocation data of
the UNIT are displayed.
<Esc> returns to the Scenario menu.
<Enter> moves the cursor to the allocation data of the desired UNIT. If there are no data available,
scenario is created as if you had used function key <Fl >.
Values for ten periods can be entered.
Only six ending years of periods are displayed. You can choose the first period in the Parameter
menu.
NB
The possibility to specify a scenario number is only valid for~future developments. At the present
time only scenario number 0 is considered.
Function keys

The same function keys are available as described under Unit capacity
except for <F5> which is not available.
Three scenarios are available (0, 1 and 2). If all scenarios are in use
this option is skipped.

CaFHeF

A selection can be taken from the Output Energy Carriers matched with
the related Unit by pressing the space-bar.
If there is only one energy carrier available this option is skipped.

Bound

You can choose the type of bound by toggling the space-bar.
The possibilities are:
- AMIN (market allocation minimum)
- AMAX (market allocation maximum)
- MAL (market allocation)
AII are accessible in combination of a scenario and a bound if not
already in use. If all combinations scenario/energy carder/bound are
exhausted, this option is skipped.

Capacity

AMIN, AMAX and MAL are respectively lower bound, upper bound and
fixed level of the ratio between thê UNIT output of the specified energy
carrier and its producer output.
Numbers between 0 and 100 are accepted. Default value is 0%.
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Strings

The interface has several built in editors specific to the item you are modifying.
In addition to checking the correct keystrokes the values are also checked for legality. If a not-legal
value was typed in that value is sometimes corrected, sometimes the old value is restored.
The editors are distinguished in two types
- string editors
- number editors
For the string editors --L ~-, <Home>, <End>, <Del> and <Backspace> are supported.
Sector
Producer
Unit
Process
Abatement
Energy carrier

Only alphanumeric characters, _ (underscore) and ÷ (plus sign) are
accepted.
The letters of an energy carrier name are converted to lowercase, for all
other names converted to uppercase.
The - (minus sign) is converted to _ (underscore).
The -- (equal sign) is converted to ÷ (plus sign).
~Insert> toggles between type over and insert mode (default is type
over).

Description

There is the possibility to add comment in English or mother tongue.
AII printable characters, lower and uppercase are allowed.
¢lnsert> toggles between type over and insert mode (default is type
over).

File

Loading and saving a file prompts you to edit a name, optionally with
an extension.
When exporting a dBase file, the extension is DBF.
Only DOS legal characters are accepted. Wild characters (? and *) are
hOt allowed. All letters are converted to uppercase.
The. (dot) moves the cursor to the first character of the extension (not
when exporting a dBase file).
The space-bar functions as <Del>.
¢lnsert> is hot supported.
Only DOS legal characters are accepted. Wild characters (? and *) are
hot allowed. AII letters are converted to uppercase.
The space-bar functions as <Del>.
<Insert> is not supported.
If not present the name is suffixed with a \ (back slash).
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Numbers

Most numbers are limited between a minimum and a maximum value.
If a number is 0 (zero) the cursor starts at the first possible left side position. You can enter a
number and affer pressing <Return> the number is formatted.
If the number has already a value the cursor starts leff of, or below the first digit.

Only digits are allowed.
<DeI> and <lnsert> are hOt supported.
Any function key not mentioned ends the edit session and stores the new value if in range,
otherwise the old value is restored.
If a fraction is allowed the dot mores the cursor to the first digit after
the decimal point.
Can be used at every cursor position and adjusts the sign if allowed in
the range.
The = (equal sign) is converted to + (plus sign), the _ (underscore) is
converted to - (minus sign).
The cursor will not move to the place of the sign.
Moves the cursor but skips the decimal point.

The ~Space> functions only at the first and last digit. The 0 (zero)
behaves like a <Space> when it is the first or last digit.
Moves the cursor to the beginning or end of the mantisse.
<End>
¢En ter >

Ends the edit session on condition that the value is in range.
The cursor is moved to the next item.

<Esc>

Ends the edit session without making any changes in the old value.
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ëlse = Yes
No
ESC
Break

[

[

Message

]

Al1 records are marked!

]

Are you sure you want to quit?

Can not find ’filename’!

Can not open output file!

Creating INOUT.INC
Creating SCENARIO.INC
Creating STRUCTUR.INC
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The interface sometimes displays messages in a window in the lower right corner of the screen.
There are three kinds of messages
- a message without a punctuation mark indicates the interface is busy with, or has finished a
task.
- a message with an e×clamation mark is a warning. ]t indicates an error.
- a message with a question mark asks you to ¢onfirm an irreversible operatinn.
A question is mostly preceded by a warning.
Al1 questions and some warnings are paired with another window in which the possible answers
aie given.
AII missages are explaind below in alphabetic order.
You tried to generate GAMS include files while all records in the EFOM-ENV data base are
marked.
The INOUT.INC file includes the following messages after the header:
* Al1 records are marked
* Empty file created

You pressed ’Q’ or <Esc> in the Main menu.

~

When loading an EFOM-ENV data base you made a typing error in the file name, or the file
does not reside in the directory you specified in the Parameter menu.

The interface has no access to the disk drive when saving an EFOM-ENV data base, exporting a
dBase file or creating a GAMS include file.

lndicates that you need to have patience until the message "GAMS INC file written" appears.
Keyboard input is not stored.
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Directory does not exist!

Energy carrier is in use! Not deleted!

File is corrupt!

File is modified! Save?

~

~

~

~
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]

~

~

~

Function key is not supported!

GAMS INC files written

Illegal record! Marked!

Last record deleted!

EFOM-GAMS Interface

The interface ¢ou]d hOt deteet the path name you typed in.

You tried to delete an energy carrier that is in use by a record. Only redundant energy carriers
may be deleted.

The interface concludes that the EFOM-ENV data base does not agree the EFOM-ENV
conventions. Perhaps you tried to modify the file with a tool other than the interface.

When saving an EFOM-ENV data base or exporting a dBase file you used the name of an
existing file in the directory specified in the Parameter menu.

You made changes in your EFOM-ENV data base and tried to load another file, to empty the
EFOM-ENV data base or to quit the interface.
Even if you did not modify the EFOM-ENV data base it is possible to receive this warning. In the
case of an upgrade of the interface the program can read your files, but will adapt to the new
version. Also entering an option (such as Modify/Create) without making any changes can
generate this warning.

You used a function key that is not active for the operation you are working with. Mostly the
keystroke is ignored.

The interface is ready aíîer creating GAMS include files and you can give your next command.
Keystrokes entered while creating the include files are ignored.

You created or tried to unmark a record that does not agree with the EFOM-ENV conventions.

You deleted the only remaining record. This will leave the Modify/Create forto and has the same
effect as using the command New in the File menu.
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Loading ’filename’

Name already in this record! Use another name!

Name exists! Not edited!

Name required!

No memory available for new record!
No memory available for new unit!

No records!

No toom for new energy carrier!
No room for new final energy carrier!
No toom for new primary energy carrier!

Not an EFOM-E~V f±le~

Option hot yet supported!
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The interface is loading an EFOM-ENV data base. You must stop giving input until the message
’### records read" appears. Keystrokes entered while loading are ignored.

The six input- and output- energy carriers of a record should all be different.

You edited the name of an energy carrier that is in use in another record.

This field must not be empty.

The total amount of computer memory is consumed.
The interface does not use extended or expanded memory. If you have 640 kbyte conventional
memory anti have removed all resident programs you may split your EFOM-ENV files.

You tried to generate output while there is no EFOM-EIYV data base in use.

There is room for at most 200 intermediate, 50 final and 20 primary energy carriers.

You tried to load an existing file that is not created with the interface or the file is modified by
another tool.

You typed a menu option that is hOt yet supported.
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Process name required if a unit name!

Process name should differ from unit name!

Process name should have i0 characters!

Really delete record?

Really delete scenario?

### records read
### records written

Saving ’filename’

Sorting

Unit ~ame required if a process name!

Unit name should differ from process name!
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You left the process name empty for which there is a unit name.

The process and unit name must not be the same. The cursor moves to the unit name for
editing.

You typed less than 10 characters for the process name. The process name is suffixed with
underscores.

You pressed <F8> "delete record" in the Modify/Create [orm.

You pressed <FS> "delete scenario" in the unit capacity or unit market allocation forto.

After loading, saving or exporting an EFOM-ENV data base file this messages indicate that the
interface is ready to receive input.

The interface is saving or exporting an EFOM-ENV data base file. You must stop giving input
until the message "### records written" appears.

You pressed <Esc> in the Modify/Create form. All records are sorted and the interface can not
receive input. When the cursor appears in the Main menu keystrokes are recognized.

You typed a process name for which there is no unit name.

The unit and process name must not be the same.
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GAMS
A user’s guide
The World Bank, 1988
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fllegal Records
The user can (un)mark a record in an EFOM-ENV data base by pressing ~F5> in the
Modify/Create forto. You can see the status by the word "DEL" in the upper right corner of the
Modify/Create form.
Marked records are sMpped when creating GAMS include files.
The interface marks records which do not satisfy the EFOM-ENV conventíons. These records
can hot be unmarked by the user. The marking is hot made when you are editing but when you
leave the record by pressing an appropriate function key.

Records are marked by the interface ilF
there is no sector name
there is no producer name
there is a process name and no unit name
there is a unit name and no process name
the process name already exists elsewhere in the EFOM-ENV data base
there is a process name anti no input energy carrier
there is a process name and no output energy carrier
If you correct a record that is marked by the interface, the marking is not automatically
removed. This is done by pressing <F5>.
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dBase File
Field

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Field Name

Type

SECTOR
PRODUCER
UNIT
PROCESS
DESCRIPT
IN_ENC1
IN_VAL1
IN_ENC2
IN_VAL2
IN_ENC3
IN_VAL3
OUT_ENC1
OUT_VAL1
OUT_ENC2
OUT_VAL2
OUT_ENC3
OUT_VAL3
GROSS_EFF

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric

Width Dec
10
10
10
10
40
10
6
10
6
10
6
10
5
10
5
10
5
6

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Index
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

continued on page 78
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dBase File
ff you use the command Export dBase file in the File menu a dBase IV file will be created with
this structure.
The structure of the EFOM-ENV file is quite different.
The data of the EFOM-ENV data base is converted to dBase format as described.
DEL

As for the EFOM-ENV data base each dBase record has a flag for
deleted records. This status is raken over.

SECTOR
PRODUCER
UNIT

The EFOM-ENV data base has separate arrays for the names and
other specifications of the SECTORS, PRODUCERS and UNITS. Each
record bas 3 numbers which point to an element of the
corresponding arrays. When creating a dBase file the appropriate
names are copied to fields 1, 2 and 3.

PROCESS

~.ach record has a process name which is copied to field 4.

DESCRIPT

Each record has a description which is copied to field 5.

IN_ENC#
OUT_ENC#

The EFOM-ENV data base has a separate array of energy carriers.
Each record bas 2 arrays of 3 numbers, representing the 3 input and
3 output energy carriers of tbc PROCESS. These numbers point to an
element of the energy carrier array. The appropriate names are
copied to fields 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 of tbc dBase file.
NB
Each energy carrier is linked with a final energy carrier which in turn
is linked with a primary energy carrier. These final and primary
energy carriers are hOt raken over in the dBase file.

IN_VAL#

Each record bas an array of 3 values of the input energy carrier
shares. These values, in the EFOM-ENV data base positive
percentages, are first divided by 100, than prefixed with a - (minus
sign) and finally copied to fields 7, 9 and 11 of the dBase file.

OUT_VAL#

Each record has an array of 3 values of the output energy carrier
shares. These values are first divided by 100 and than copìed to
fields 13, 15 and 17 of the dBase file.

GROSS_EFF

Each record has a value for the efficiency of the PROCESS and a
value for the conversion factor. The efficiency divided by 100 and
multiplied by the conversion l:actor is placed in field 18.
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dBase File
Field

Field Name

19
AVAI_FAC
20
CONV_FAC
21
COST_INV
22
COST_FIX
23
COST_VAR
24
L1FE_TEC
25
EM_CO2
26
EM_SO2
27
EM_NOX
28
EM_PART
29
EM_CO
30
EM_CH
31
SUM_PC
32
SUM_LF
33
~VIN_LF
34
SUM_LFMU
:35
WIN_LFMU
36
ABATEMENT1
37
COST_INVA1
:38
COST_VARA1
39
AVAI_FACA1
40
LIFE_TECA1
41
SO2_ABAT1
42
bIOX_ABAT1
43
ABATEMENT2
44
COST_INVA2
45
COST_VARA2
46
AVAI_FACA2
47
LIFE_TECA2
48
SO2_ABAT2
49
NOX_ABAT2
50
ABATEMENT3
51
COST_INVA3
52
COST_VARA:3
53
AVAI_FACA3
54
LIFE_TECA3
55
SO2_ABAT3
56
NOX_ABAT3
57
ABATEMENT4
58
COST_INVA4
59
COST_VARA4
60
AVAI_FACA4
61
LIFE_TECA4
62
SO2_ABAT4
63
NOX_ABAT4
** Total **
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Type
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numerlc
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numerlc
Numeric
Numenc
Numenc
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

Width

5
6
9
8
7
2
5
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
10
9
7
5
2
4
4
10
9
7
5
2
4
4
10
9
7
5
2
4
4
10
9
7
5
2
4
4
430

Index

3
4
2
3
3

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

3
3
3
3
3

2
3
3

2
3
3

2
3
3

2
3
3

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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A VAI_FA C

CONV_FA C

COST_INV
COST_FIX
COST_VAR

The availability íactor of the UNIT related to the PROCESS of the
record is divided by 100 and copied to field 19.
If the capacity of the UNIT related to the PROCF_.SS is specified in
MW, field 20 is set to 0.0315, othèrwise it is set to 1.
The investment costs and fixed costs of the UNIT related to the
PROCESS are copied to fields 21 and 22.

Each record has a value for the variable costs of the PROCESS
which is copied to field 23.

LIFE_TEC

The technica[ lifetime of the PROCESS is copied to field 24.

EM_C02

The values of the emissions of COz, SO~, NO,., particles, CO and
CxHy of the PROCESS are copied to fields 25 up to and including 30.

EM_S02

EM_NOX
EM_PART

EM_ CO
EM_ CH

SUM_PC
SUM_LF
WIN_LF
8UM_LFMU
WI[’I_LFMU

The seasonal factors.Summer PerCentage, Summer Load Factor,
Winter Load Factor, Summer Load Factor MUltiplier and Winter Load
Factor MUltiplier are copied to fields 31 up to and including 35,

ABA TEMENT#
C OS T_INVA #
COS T_ VA RA #
A VAI_FA CA #
LIFE_TECA#

Each record bas an array of fout abatement technologies for the
PROCE$S. For each abatement technology the name, the investment
costs, variable costs, availability factor divided by 100, technical
lifetime, the emission reduction for SO2 and the emission reduction
for NOX are copièd to 4 times 7 fields in the dBase file.

S02_ABAT#
NOX_ABA T#
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Some useful hints
Each record in the EFOM-ENV data base should have a unique process name.
It is possible to create different records with the same process name. Each record with an
already existing name wil| unconditionally have heen marked by the interface and consequent|y
skipped when creating GAM$ include files.
You can make a choice fl;om records ~ith the same process name but different specitìcations
with the following technique.
Search for the unmarked record with the desired process name (<F9~ in the Modify/Create
form).
/~ark this record (press
Search for the desired record with the same process name
Unmark this record (press <FS>).

When creating GAMS include files the specification of an abatement technology in a record will
only ~be seen ~ this technology bas a name.
If you want to skip an abatement technology remove the name and keep the other
specifications.
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Index

Index

abatement ...........................
5, 8, 13, 22, 27, 34, 35, 37, 42, 43, 59, 77, 79
allocation ............................................
8, 11, 50, 51, 56, 57, 69
availab~lity ...................................................
25, 35-43, 7"1
capacity ..............................
5, 8, 11, 13, 25, 35-41, 43, 50-55, 57, 69, 77
CH .....................................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 42, 76, 77
CO ....................................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30-32, 34, 42, 76, 77
CO2 ....................................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30-32, 34, 42, 76, 77
conversJon ..............................
5, 20, 22, 24-28, 30-32, 34, 37, 39, 41, 75
costs ..............................
19, 20, 22, 24-26, 28, 30-32, 34-38, 40-43, 77
currency .............................................
8, 11, 18, 19, 31, 41, 43
dBase ......................................
8, 11-13, 16, 17, 59, 63, 65, 74-77
description ...............
9, 20-22, 24, 26-28, 30, 32, 34-36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 59, 75
directory ...............................................
7, 8, 11, 13-19, 63-65
efficiency ......................................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28-32, 34, 39, 75
emission ........................................................
25, 31, 77
energy carrier ............. 8, 10, 11, 23, 29, 35, 44, 45, 48, 49, 51, 57, 59, 64-67, 73, 75
export .................................................
8, 12, 13, 16, 17, 75
file ..........................
5, 7, 8, 10-17, 19, 27, 31, 49, 51, 59, 62-67, 69, 74-77
final ....................................
11, 29, 33, 35, 44, 45, 48, 49, 66, 67, 75
find .............................................
20, 22, 24-30, 32, 34-45, 62
GAMS ...........
5, 7, 8, 10-14, 16, 18, 19, 23, 27, 29, 33, 46, 48, 50, 63-65, 71, 73, 79
input ............
5, 7, 11, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28-32, 34, 36-40, 42-45, 63, 67, 69, 73, 75
key .........................................
23, 34, 35, 55, 57, 61, 64, 65, 73
lifetime .................................................
25, 35-38, 40-43, 77
load ........................................
8, 11-15, 17, 33, 35, 41, 65, 67, 77
main ......................
8, 10-13, 15, 18-24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 42, 46-51, 63, 69
marker .........................................
5, 8, 11, 13, 50, 51, 56, 57, 69
modify/create ...........................
8, 10, 11, 13, 20-45, 47, 49, 65, 69, 73, 79
new ............................
8, 12, 13, 15, 21, 25, 29, 45, 49, 53, 55, 61, 65, 66
NOx . .............................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30-32, 34, 35, 42, 43, 76, 77
output ..............
11, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28-32, 34, 36-41, 44, 45, 51, 57, 62, 67, 73, 75
parameter ...........................
7, 8, 10, 11, 13-19, 31, 41, 43, 53, 57, 63, 65
particles .................................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 42, 76, 77
primary ....................................
11, 29, 35, 44, 45, 48, 49, 66, 67, 75
process .......................
5, 11, 20-32, 34-44, 46, 47, 59, 68, 69, 73-75, 77, 79
producer ...... 11, 20, 22-26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 51, 57, 59, 73-75
quit ...................................................
8, 10, 11, 15, 62, 65
rate ...........................................................
11, 18, 19
save ...................................................
8, 11-15, 17,44,64
scenario ................................
5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19, 50-57, 62, 68, 69
seasonal ...........................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32-34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 77
sector ...............
11, 20, 22-26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 59, 73175
share ................................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28-30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 44
S02 ..............................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30-32, 34, 35, 42, 43, 76, 77
summer ...........................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32-34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 77
unit .. 5, 8, 11, 13, 14, 19, 20, 22-28, 30-32, 34-44, 46, 47, 50-57, 59, 66, 68, 69, 73-75, 77
view ................................................
8, 10, 11,21,23,46,47
winter .............................
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32-34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 77
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